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Introduction

How to build social cohesion in a country that has been torn apart by a long history of division, discrimination, persecution, and violence, constitutes one of the difficult challenges. The existing literature, debates, and theorization, in this regard, have much focused on approaches and perspectives, such as Truth and Reconciliation Commissions, Problem-solving Workshops, and other mediation-based perspectives, which are public and involve the presence of a third party. This paper aims to contribute to existing knowledge by suggesting that approaches that are natural, private, and which do not involve a third-party intervention, constitute an effective alternative. With the use of contact hypothesis, this paper also aims to contribute to how or when contact will be most effective in building social relations or lessening prejudice between post conflict/violence divides.

The paper focuses on the experience of Rwanda—a country that is still recovering from a long history of identity-based division that culminated in one of the most brutal genocides in the history of humankind the genocide against Tutsi, between April and July 1994. It is estimated that more than one million people were killed, along with the profound devastation of the country’s social, political and economic fabric.1 In addition to the extermination of Tutsi, several other Rwandans and some foreigners were also massacred for various reasons: some, for being politicians opposed to the genocidal regime and ideology; and others, for having refused to participate in killings or for having hidden the Tutsi.2

2 The latest estimation counts 1,191,000 victims (see the Ministry of Youth, Culture and Sports & Ibuka Association, 2004).
The genocide in question came to halt with the victorious war by the Rwandese Patriotic Front (RPF), through its armed wing—the Rwandese Patriotic Army (RPA). After the genocide, the entire infrastructure of the country, ranging from schools, hospitals, and government departments, were totally destroyed or severely looted. The country was thus left with the traumatized survivors, countless orphans and widows, thousands of handicapped people, thousands of perpetrators, and generally a very traumatized and vulnerable population. In particular, a deep division between genocide survivors and genocide perpetrators, as well as their respective family members, was evident. The post-genocide new Government, constituted on July 19th, 1994 by a coalition of political parties headed by the RPF was thus faced with a huge challenge to (re)build social cohesion and unity in a country where by citizens were in total trauma and distress (NURC, 2009; Longari, 2010:49). The government claimed that social cohesion is a dynamic innate in Rwandan society that can be rediscovered in the current context by instituting practices, such as those embodied in traditional community or collaborative programs (NURC, 2009; Clark, 2010:310).

Implicit in the government perspective was a belief that certain modes of citizens’ participation are necessary if groups in conflict wish to relearn how to coexist (Clark, 2010:310). Some scholars also stress that, in order to build new relationships, a social space where people can recount their experiences and share perceptions and feelings with one another through an encounter, is necessary (Lederach, 1997:26, 29; Borer 2006:33, Crocker et al., 2007). It is in this perspective that cooperative organizations, as such a social space, are assumed to be recruiting vehicles through which post-genocide social cohesion could be driven. According to the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA), a cooperative is “An autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled enterprise” (ICA, 1995). Whether, and how, cooperative contact contributes to social cohesion, after violent conflicts, is the aspect at the core of this paper.

---

3 RPF (Rwandese Patriotic Front) is the political party that was formed by the Rwandan refugees of since 1959 out of the Alliance for National Unity (RANU) with the intent to fight for democratic change in Rwanda.

4 By ‘genocide survivor’, this paper refers to any individual, irrespective of his/her ‘ethnic’ or ‘group’ background, who, in a way or another, was either injured, hunted, or targeted by genocidal acts. In this regard, the study chose to employ the concept of ‘survivor’ instead of the term ‘victim’, not only because the term ‘survivor’ is familiar and widely used in much of the literature on post-genocide situation, and above all in Rwanda, but also since the term ‘victim’ could be misleading, given that it can be used for both the offended against and the offender (Sentama, 2009:6-7).

5 By ‘genocide perpetrator’, this paper refers to any individual, irrespective of his/her ‘ethnic’ or ‘group’ background who, in a way or another, got involved in genocidal acts. In this regard, this study does not consider ‘bystanders’—understood as people who did not, or were less likely to, offer help in fighting or challenging genocidal acts—as belonging to the category of genocide perpetrators. What could perhaps be argued for is that (some) ‘bystanders’ could be/have been family members of former genocide perpetrators (Sentama, 2009:7).

6 The International Cooperative Alliance (ICA), created in 1895, is the highest international organization accepted as the final authority for defining cooperatives and their underlying principles.
Specifically, the paper explores the following questions:

1. What is the nature of the relational effects resulting from contact, in the cooperative organization, between post-genocide sides?
2. What have been the forms of the relational effects resulting from contact, in the cooperative organization, between post-genocide sides?
3. To what degree or extent did cooperative contact, in the cooperative organization between post-genocide sides, produce the relational effects?

The forms, referred to in question two, are about the actors involved in the cooperative contact; that is, whether the relational impact of cooperative contact takes place between individuals, individual and group, or between groups. The degree of cooperative contact referred to, in question two, is about the extent of the relational effects of cooperative contact; that is, whether the contact outcomes constitute a retrospective or prospective outcome.

**Positioning the concept of ‘Social cohesion’**

The notion of ‘social cohesion’ has remained vague and poorly defined. As a policy goal, the concept gained great prominence in the 1990s, with an eye on building multicultural societies where all members feel a sense of belonging and have equal access to opportunities and resources. It has since also risen to prominence in international development circles, where it is considered as key to the achievement of growth and the reduction of economic inequality (Easterly, Ritzen, and Woolcock, 2000 in NURC, 2008:26). In the most basic and intuitive sense, social cohesion refers to “something that glues us together” or “the glue that bonds society together” (Lederach, 1997; Ho-Won, 2005).

The most generic recent definition of social cohesion sees it as “a state of affairs concerning both the vertical and the horizontal interactions among members of society as characterized by a set of attitudes and norms that includes trust, a sense of belonging and the willingness to participate and help, as well as their behavioral manifestations.” In this definition, the “vertical” interactions refer to the relationship between the state and individuals in society, while “horizontal” interactions are between individual members of society (NURC, 2008:26). This paper is restricted to the horizontal dimension of social cohesion and, by taking an interpersonal/intergroup relational perspective, defines social cohesion as the belief and feeling held by citizens of a given nation-state that they share a moral community, which enables them to trust each other and live interdependently (International Institute of Social Studies, 2013; Larsen, 2013).

**Theoretical perspective: the contact hypothesis**

The ‘contact hypothesis’ stands as the theoretical framework for making social cohesion effective, with regard notably to the attempt to create the conditions of optimal contact toward the establishment of positive interpersonal or intergroup relations. Theorizing about the place of contact toward social cohesion can be traced back to the nineteenth century, whereby theorists began to speculate about the effects of contact between conflicting parties long before there was a research base to guide them. Some writers (notably during nineteenth century thinking, dominated
by Social Darwinism) were quite pessimistic, as they assumed that interpersonal or intergroup contact would inevitably lead to conflict. Others were more optimistic, with the assumption that such contact would rather foster mutual understanding. It was during early studies, especially following the Second World War, that research stressed that intergroup contact would maximally reduce prejudice, provided that a number of conditions were fulfilled (Sentama, 2009:34). However, the most frequently cited statement of the contact hypothesis, which distinguishes different types of contact (requirements for change) that may reduce prejudice was first provided by Gordon Allport (1954). For Allport,

“prejudice (unless deeply rooted in the character structure of the individual) may be reduced by equal status contact between majority and minority groups in the pursuit of common goals. The effect is greatly enhanced if this contact is sanctioned by institutional supports (i.e., by law, custom or local atmosphere), and provided it is of a sort that leads to the perception of common interests and common humanity between members of the two groups.” (Allport, 1954:281)

The above statement of Allport’s conclusion emphasizes that prejudice is lessened when there is: (1) equal status between the groups within the contact situation; (2) in the pursuit of common goals, interests and humanity, which stresses the importance of; (3) cooperative interdependence (instead of competition) and thus a superordinate role relation involved instead of a subordinate one (Allport, 1954:262, 276); and (4) provided that the contact situation is sanctioned by institutional supports (i.e., by law, custom or local atmosphere) (Allport, 1954:281). For the purpose of this paper, the ‘cooperative interdependence’ condition, suggested by contact theory, is of particular importance. The simple and general argument, in this regard, is that attainment of a common goal, or common goals, by participants in the contact situation must be an interdependent effort without intergroup competition (Allport, 1954; Hewstone, 2003:352; Pettigrew and Tropp, 2006). What is clear is that contact involves different attitudes and behaviors depending upon whether the individuals in contact are either cooperating with each other or fighting each other (Sentama, 2009:37). Contact theory does not claim (although of course it also does not deny) that conflict or cooperation between two ethnic groups may have effects on the ethnic attitudes of their members. The point is that the ethnic attitudes of individuals, who are unavoidably members of particular ethnic groups, are undoubtedly influenced by the relations of cooperation or competition that exist between their groups. If two groups share a common or ‘superordinate’ goal that requires a joint effort for its attainment by both groups, then the relations between their members are likely to be better, and their attitudes towards each other more positive, on average, than if the two groups were competing for a goal that only one can have (Forbes, 1997:122; Sentama, 2009:38).

Researches, since Allport’s original formulation, have extended Allport’s ideas about when contact will be most effective. It is in this perspective that this paper believes to bring its contribution. The contact hypothesis thus constitutes a framework within which the relational effects of cooperative contact, between the sides, are explored and discussed.
Methodology

This paper is a result of a qualitative study which, by means of individual and focus group interviews, explored the relational effects of two cases of cooperative organizations, operating in Huye district of the southern province of Rwanda, which were created soon after the 1994 genocide, before even the government embarked officially on the road to reconciliation notably by creating, in March 1999, a public institution (the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission) with a mandate to lead and coordinate all efforts toward unity and reconciliation in Rwanda.  

Both cases of cooperative belong to the major sectors of livelihood in Rwanda, notably agriculture and handicraft, respectively, and members of each cooperative are constituted of post-genocide sides—genocide survivors and genocide perpetrators, as well as their respective family members. The first cooperative, Abahuzamugambi coffee, was created in January 1999, with members totaling 2,326. This is a coffee cooperative located in the Simbi sector of Huye district, in the southern province of Rwanda. The cooperative’s main focus is to buy fresh coffee of cooperative members, and process the coffee for internal and external commercialization. Participants in individual and focused group interviews totaled 151. The second cooperative—Peace basket—was created in 1997, with members totaling 38, at the time of investigations. It is a handicraft cooperative (weaving the baskets for commercialization) located in Buhimba cell of Rusatira sector, in Huye district of the southern province of Rwanda. All members participate in individual and group interviews.

Findings and discussion

As indicated previously the exploration of the relational effects of cooperative contact, between the divides, focuses on the nature, the forms and degrees of such effects. But before getting to that, it is of paramount importance to indicate how the relationships between post-genocide divides were, prior to their membership of the same cooperative organization, and the reasons that prompted them to form or join that same cooperative.

Conflicting parties relations prior to, and reasons for, their membership in the same cooperative organization

As findings indicate, the relationships between post-genocide sides, prior to their membership of each of the cooperatives visited, were negative and included the absence of communication, fear, suspicion and mistrust, as well as anger and hatred, for each side. This is illustrated in the following testimonies:

After the genocide! Hehehe! We were animals! We were like hyenas! I am telling you! I could even eat you [somebody]! Eh! I was left alone, you understand! When the genocide ended! We, survivors! We hated anybody who is a Hutu. But we also feared them as we thought they will kill us again. Fear was everywhere.  

---

7 Empirical data were actually collected in 2008 as part of my PhD thesis.
8 Interview with a 59 years old genocide survivors. This statement is also quoted in Sentama 2009:93
Yes, there was division between us. Our people have been killed badly. After the genocide, I couldn’t not even wish to see them again! Of course I only wanted to know how my family members were killed; who killed them, and where they have been thrown! But I am telling you, when they saw me they all fled as they were afraid of me! But I was also afraid!\(^9\)

Despite the possibility that other mechanisms could have impacted on cooperative members’ relationships (like the Church), the wounds consequent to the 1994 genocide were still fresh, by the time the two cooperatives visited were created, coupled with the fact that the Church had already lost its credibility given its involvement, precisely its leaders, in genocidal acts, which explain the fact that post-genocide relations and attitudes between the sides were still negative. The question is now whether their membership of the same cooperative (Abahuzamugambi coffee and Peace basket, in this case) was motivated by a desire to restore these negative relationships. Findings in this regard are summed up in the following illustrative testimonies:

Me I joined the basket cooperative because I wanted to fight against poverty. I was extremely poor. My husband was in jail and I was left with no children! It was very bad!\(^10\)

Me too, what I can say which is the same as what my fellows said. I believed that by joining this cooperative I will be able to fight against my poverty. You know that during genocide all our properties were destroyed and others looted. Also, by joining this cooperative, I believed that I could ease the fatigue I had while working alone in my coffee plantation; that is, while maintaining, harvesting, and sorting coffee alone. So I was obliged to work with everybody.\(^11\)

As emphasized in the above accounts, the reason that prompted post-genocide sides to form or join the same cooperative was in no way aimed at building peaceful relations between them. Instead, the purpose was to address a problem—poverty, which was common to both sides of the conflict and which could not have been overcome by each side on his/her own. The only alternative was for individuals from both sides of the conflict to join efforts.

In fact, in the aftermath of the 1994 genocide, and the civil war, individuals from both sides of the conflict, who were accustomed to working together or supporting each other before the genocide, faced extreme poverty in a more or less similar way. Addressing the problem of deep poverty thus seemed very difficult, or even impossible for many, while working individually—all the more so since many people were left orphaned or widowed, and many households left headed by young people. Conflicting parties thus found themselves obliged to combine effort in order to increase production and thus income, in comparison with the market or private-capitalist sector.

\(^9\) Interview with a 64-year-old widow-genocide survivor and president of Peace basket cooperative.
\(^10\) Interview with a 49-year-old female-family member of former genocide perpetrators.
\(^11\) Interview with a 48 years old widow, genocide survivor. This statement is also quoted in Sentama 2009-97
Given that both sides of the conflict lived side by side, they found themselves in need of each other and thus met in order to fight against the common problem of poverty. Fighting against poverty through the cooperative required that people thus adopt a new spirit—working together or cooperative interdependence (Sentama, 2009:164). In connection with the contact hypothesis, poverty was, in this case, a superordinate goal (an urgent goal that could only be achieved by cooperation between conflicting parties). There is thus need to know what happened to the sides’ relations after their membership of the same cooperative organization.

**Conflicting parties relations after their membership of the same cooperative organization**

As findings, indeed summarized in the accounts below, indicate even though post-genocide divides did not form or join the same cooperative in order to restore their relationships, their attitudes and relations changed positively with as a result of their membership of each of the two cooperatives visited. Illustrative accounts in this regard appear self-explanatory:

Me! I was in prison, I sinned [committed genocide] and I acknowledged that. I repented because my heart was not stable given what I had done. People forgave me, and I was thus released from prison. When I came into this cooperative, I found all the people there, genocide survivors, those who are not genocide survivors, all are in the cooperative! I was surprised. After some days, I realized that they are rather united when we converse. The simple fact that we work together for the same goal is very important. No intrigues; we work together without any problem. When we are in that coffee plantation, people are all mixed and we work in these coffee plants together. There is no ruse here; we get money and we are happy together; we even celebrate that! Yes, in our convivial parties.\(^\text{12}\)

Trust! That is the first thing we have in this cooperative. Eh! We share everything, we eat together; we no longer think of poison like before. If we borrow money from each other and support each other in whatever circumstance, what do you want me to add? Of course trust does not come immediately; you must cultivate it; and this is what this cooperative helps us to do; conversations! Oh! I am happy with that.\(^\text{13}\)

That is right, trust? Yes, trust is there in this cooperative. It developed little by little as we were conversing and supporting each other. But before [membership]! I am telling you; we couldn’t even look at each other! This cooperative developed trust among us; and indeed, as I told you, this goes back to that contact which favors conversations and conviviality. For example, when you go in the cabaret and buy a bottle of beer, you give to him, because you know each other in the cooperative, and he became your friend; you share with him because there is no longer suspicion of poisons; there is trust because we are in the same cooperative and we always have good conversations. But before our membership, suspicion was there.\(^\text{14}\)

\(^\text{12}\) Interview with a 47-year-old male-former genocide perpetrator, who was imprisoned and released after confessing. This statement is also quoted in Sentama 2009:101.

\(^\text{13}\) Interview with a 50 year-old male family member of former genocide perpetrators. This statement is also quoted in Sentama 2009:107.

\(^\text{14}\) Interview with a 53-year-old male-genocide survivor. This statement is also quoted in Sentama.
Of course there is still a long way to go; but for us, because of this cooperative, this is a reality. Yes, it is true. Because of this cooperative, people changed; they are marrying each other, for example, my daughter, recently, married a Hutu boy! It is because me and the boy's parents became friends when we met in this cooperative. Actually we hated all Hutu because genocide was perpetrated in the name of Hutu and that many Hutu killed; but the reality is that there are Hutu who did not kill; some have even been killed while trying to hide ours! Of course, it is not easy to admit this for most of people who suffered a lot, but for us who have been educated, we find that normal. The past should be surpassed.\textsuperscript{15}

The above accounts of individuals from both sides of the conflict indicate clearly how the relationships, between the divides, in the cooperative organization became positive as a result of their membership of the same cooperative organization. Even though the sides’ contact in the same cooperative was not motivated by their desire to restore their broken relationships, their membership to the cooperative, made them engage in new positive spirit and ways (cooperation) of communication and engagement, which impacted positively on their relationships. It was thus this new spirit (complying with cooperative values and principles towards a common end), to which each cooperative member had to submit, that mainly lies behind the positive impact of cooperatives studied on their members-conflicting parties’ relationships.

By adopting the cooperative spirit towards a common end, conflicting parties were thus called to put aside what divided them and focus on what united them, hence peaceful relations. As found, the setting aside of divisions does not imply their burial or keeping them from discussion. It rather became an opportunity to discuss and transform them constructively. Conflicting parties’ successful achievement of a common end thus necessitated that they positively redefined and transformed their previous negative relationships.\textsuperscript{16} This was made possible as they engaged in cooperative education (one of the key cooperative principles) in a way that made them submit to key cooperative values of equality, equity, solidarity, honesty, openness, and social responsibility that bind all behaviors and actions of cooperative members and to whom they are constantly taught. As Deutsch puts it, cooperative relationships display a number of positive characteristics, including more effective communication, open and friendly attitudes, and a sense of mutuality, while competitive processes tend to yield the inverse, negative effects (Deutsch, 2000:27).

Even though, as put in the theoretical framework, contact theory does not claim (although of course it also does not deny) that conflict or cooperation between two ethnic groups may have effects on the ethnic attitudes of their members, the experience of the relational effect of cooperative contact in post-genocide Rwanda confidently claims that. This paper indeed agrees with the principle in the social sciences that states that whenever the cooperation of two people is enlisted toward the completion of some task that is of equivalent importance to both (and which

\textsuperscript{15} 2009:107.

\textsuperscript{16} See also in Sentama, 2009:164).
cannot be successfully completed except through the close cooperative enterprise of the two people), those people will come to like each other, they will become friends, and their values, attitudes, goals, etc., will tend to become increasingly similar. This, as contact theory posits, is known as the principle of the superordinate goal, describing cooperation to solve mutual problems (Gilmartin, 1987:286; Love, 1995:56). A superordinate goal is “an urgent goal that could only be achieved by cooperation between the conflicting groups” (Ryan, 1995:137). In this regard, cooperation refers to a pro-social behavior performed for the common benefit of all. It involves sharing both the labor and the fruits of the labor (Worchel et al., 1989:213). Amir also argues that contact may intensify negative attitudes in the absence of superordinate goals, or when one side is disadvantaged by the contact (Amir, 1998:174-8). The point here is that cooperative activities tend to improve intergroup relations, while competitive activities may have a negative effect (Amir, 1998).

Likewise, even if contact theory neither claims nor denies that the relations between two individuals in contact are likely to be greatly affected by what these individuals actually do to each other, Rwanda’s experience of cooperative contact claims this. The point is that the more conflicting parties help each other to attain important goals, so that both are better off as a result of their interaction, positive attitudes are more likely to develop between them than if they spend their time insulting, frustrating, or torturing each other (Forbes, 1997:123). This refers to the general belief that when opponents can be brought together in some cooperative endeavor, they tend to break down their negative stereotypes, begin to depend on each other, and start building normal, positive relationships which can later be extended to issues in conflict.  

As found in this study, the application of cooperative values implies that each member of the cooperatives studied strives for, and is responsible for, the well-being of his/her fellow members—a cooperative exercise that excludes competition among group members while favoring interdependence and mutual understanding among members. Conflicting parties’ decision to work together to satisfy a common need—an activity involving participation and interdependence—was a result of a positive expectation that each side had in relation to the others. Each side expected that the other side would contribute to his or her well-being, and thus accepted working together interdependently, given that both sides were expected to share the success or the failure of their cooperative. It follows that they all strove towards the success of the cooperative, which implies a common understanding and eventually trust, with ultimately positive consequences on their relationships. The relatively simple act of trusting that each side of the conflict would contribute to the well-being of the other was thus found to be an important aspect characterizing

---

17 See also in Sentama, 2009.
conflicting parties’ improved and restored relationships. This would arguably not have been possible in the case of competition. 18

Both cases of cooperatives studied provided a safe environment, where conflicting parties managed to positively communicate/discuss and share their past experiences, perceptions, and feelings, while understanding each other, during a common project of striving towards a common end and a positive future in their relations. 19 This supports the common contention in the literature on intergroup contact, as discussed previously, contending that if conflicting parties help each other to attain important goals, so that both are better off as a result of their interaction, positive attitudes are more likely to develop between them than if they spend their time insulting or frustrating each other. The cooperative work thus enables the interdependence of cooperative members towards a common goal, which consequently became an opportunity for the restoration and improvement of their relationships—given that members were conflicting parties. In other words, when opponents manage to be brought together in some cooperative endeavor, they tend to break down their negative attitudes and behaviors, they naturally begin to depend on each other, and they therefore start building normal, positive relationships, a process that becomes extended to previous negative aspects of their relationships.

With regard to the form and degree of the relational effects of cooperative contact, empirical findings indicate that concerning the forms, the relational effects of contact between the sides consider two forms of relationships (between individuals, between individuals and out-groups). The group-to-group relations do not thus manifest in the cooperative organization given that membership to the cooperative is done on an individual basis. It follows that the positive relational effects of individual contact in the cooperative take place at individual level first and are then extended to the outer group.

Concerning the extent or degree of the relational effects of cooperative contact, the focus is on both the retrospective and the perspective dimensions. Not only conflicting parties discuss about the past conflict, notably what divided them, but also, and most importantly, they engage in building the positive future in their new relationships. Although the official discourse in Rwanda seems to consider social cohesion by putting much more emphasis on the sole retrospective sense in order to restore national unity, claimed to have existed in pre-colonial Rwanda, the experience of cooperative explored suggest that it is much more sustainable to focus on both the retrospective and the perspective dimensions as cooperative contact does. Cooperative members, not only discuss the root causes and the effects of the genocide, but also engage in new relationships that also bear a preventive dimension. In this regard, cooperative education was found to be aimed at engaging the minds of cooperative members, not only to fully comprehend the complexity and richness of cooperative thought and action, but above all to appreciate the

18 See also in Sentama, 2009.
19 See also in Sentama, 2009.
requirement of members’ unity and interdependence toward an end they share in common, which is the overarching goal behind the creation of their cooperative.20

Ideologically, as Carlsson (1992:44) indeed holds, cooperatives are human-centred, with cooperation seen as a process of education, and of development of people. As found in this study, education for cooperatives’ economic success focused on members’ awareness of cooperative spirit (values and principles) and members’ communication and interdependence towards a common goal. In this regard, as found, the education provided contributed to social cohesion rather than being a conflict-exacerbating factor. It is reminded that for both cases of cooperatives studied, education was transmitted in three ways: (a) during cooperative work (advice, councils and warnings while working together), (b) during training sessions (by members themselves), and (c) during convivial parties (ritual ceremonies celebrating the cooperative achievements). In this regard, cooperative education and training was a persuasive force, which drew conflicting parties closer together, and governed and controlled their attitudes and behaviors positively. The outcome is that when cooperative members (conflicting parties) were constantly trained on attitude and behavioral change, and were requested to submit to, and internalize, the new philosophy of cooperation (values and principles), towards a common end, they began to gradually give up their negative or hostile-dehumanizing attitudes and behaviors towards each other, as they adopted and internalized positive-humanizing ones.21

Conclusion

This paper discussed the nature, the form and the degree of the social cohesion effects resulting from contact, in the cooperative organization, between post-genocide sides in Rwanda. The paper explored two cases of cooperatives—Abahuzamugambi and Peace basket and suggests that, by virtue of its guiding peaceful values and principles, the cooperative contact stands as an effective private and natural method for social cohesion after violence. Even though post-genocide sides initially came into contact, in the cooperatives studied, in order to cooperatively satisfy another need (fighting against poverty), rather than to restore or improve their relationships, it was found that in the end the cooperative spirit impacted positively on their relationships, as they engaged in a cooperative education and work that naturally nurtured mutual positive communication and understanding to reduce poverty, together. Since both sides of the conflict faced the common problem (poverty), it was found that their joint effort in striving to fight against it successfully became an opportunity for them to meet on an equal basis, interact democratically, and work together constructively, in a way that enabled them to not only overcome mutual negative attitudes and feelings, but also to engage in new positive ones.

20 See also in Sentama, 2009.
21 See also in Sentama, 2009.
With regard to the form and degree of the relational effects of cooperative contact, empirical findings indicate that the relational effects of contact between the sides consider two forms of relationships (between individuals/individual-to-individual form and between individuals and out-groups/individual-to-group form). With regard to the extent or degree of the relational effects of cooperative contact, the focus is on both on the retrospective and the perspective dimensions. Cooperative members not only discuss the root causes and the effects of the genocide, but also they engage in new future relationships that also bear a preventive dimension in a way that is private, intimate and natural.

This paper thus claims to have contributed to the theoretical debate when it comes to how to successfully achieve social cohesion after violent conflicts. Unlike other social-cohesion approaches and perspectives (Truth Commissions, Problem-Solving Workshops, and similar approaches), which are public and involve a third party, cooperative contact involves a people-to-people/group’s natural approach without public involvement or a mediator, which thus suggests that cooperative contact constitutes an alternative approach to social cohesion after violent conflicts.
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